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ABSTRACT
Formalization is a necessary precondition for the specification of
precise and unambiguous use case models, which serve as reference points for the design and implementation of software systems. In this paper, we define a formal semantics for use case
models. We build on an abstract syntax definition formalizing the
sequencing of use case steps. As a semantic domain we have
chosen Labeled Transition Systems (LTSs), which, we believe,
intuitively capture the behavioral aspects of the use case model.
The mapping into LTSs is defined over the various structural
elements of the use case model. The proposed formal semantics
allows for various semantic checks such as detection of livelocks
and validation of model refinement, an important property in an
iterative software development lifecycle. We also introduce our
tool “Use Case Model Analyzer”.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.1 [Software Engineering]: Requirements/Specifications –
languages, methodologies, tools.

Keywords
Requirements, Use Cases, Semantics, LTSs

1. INTRODUCTION
Use cases were introduced in the early 90s by Jacobson [1]. He
defined a use case as a “specific way of using the system by using
some part of the functionality.” Use case modeling is making its
way into mainstream practice as a key activity in the software
development process (e.g. Rational Unified Process [2]). There is
accumulating evidence of significant benefits to customers and
developers [3].
In current practice use cases are written in prose [4]. While the
use of natural language makes use case modeling an attractive tool
for facilitating communication among stakeholders, it has been
recognized that a certain level of formalization is needed to effectively analyze, process and validate use case models [5]. To date,
a formal (and agreed upon) semantics for the use case model does
not exist. The implications of this lack of formalization are twofold: (1) The informal nature of the use case model makes it prone
to ambiguities and inconsistencies. (2) The lack of a formal semantics leaves little room for tool support to assist the developer
in use case authoring, refinement, verification and transformation.
In this paper we address this shortcoming by proposing a formal
semantics for the use case model based on the labeled transition
systems (LTSs) formalism [6]. Prerequisite is a formal syntax,
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which needs to be carefully chosen in order to preserve the intuitive nature of use cases, yet enforce a formal structure needed for
the semantic mapping. The formal semantics forms the essential
basis for performing important semantic checks such as livelock
detection and the verification of refinement. The latter plays a key
role in each iterative development lifecycle according to which a
base use case model is successively refined by more detailed use
case models.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In the next
section we introduce the running example, which will be used
throughout this paper. Section 3 defines an abstract syntax for use
case models. Section 4, the core of this paper, entails the semantic
mapping to LTS. In Section 5 we introduce our tool, the Use Case
Model Analyzer and present a set of semantic checks. Section 6
reviews relevant related work while Section 7 concludes this
article and presents an outlook to future work.

Use case: Order Product
Properties
Goal: Customer places an order for a specific product.
Level: User-goal
…
Main Success Scenario
1. Customer specifies desired product category. [spCA]
2. System displays search results. [diSR]
3. Customer selects a product. [slPQ]
4. System validates availability of desired product. [vaPQ]
5. System displays purchase summary. [diPS]
6. Customer submits payment info. [sbPI]
7. System carries out payment. [caPA]
8. System provides a confirmation number. [prCN]
9. Use case ends successfully
Extensions
3a. Customer is not satisfied with the search results:
3a1. Customer indicates to repeat product search. [inRS]
3a2. Use case resumes at step 1.
4a. The desired product is unavailable:
4a1. System informs Customer that product is unavailable. [inPU]
4a2. Use case ends unsuccessfully.
6a. Customer decides to cancel use case:
6a1. Customer indicates to cancel the use case. [inCA]
6a2. Use case ends unsuccessfully.
7a. The payment was not authorized:
7a1. System informs Customer that payment was declined. [inPD]
7a2. Use case resumes at step 7.
Figure 1. Order Product Use Case

2. RUNNING EXAMPLE
A use case model captures the “complete” set of use cases for an
application, where each use case specifies possible usage scenarios for a particular functionality offered by the system. Every use
case starts with a header section containing various properties

(e.g. primary actor, goal, goal level, etc). The core part of a use
case is its main success scenario. It indicates the most common
way in which the primary actor can reach his/her goal by using the
system. A use case is completed by specifying the use case extensions. These extensions define alternative scenarios which may or
may not lead to the fulfillment of the use case goal.
An example use case is given in Figure 1 . The use case captures
the interactions for the “Order Product” functionality of an Invoice Management System (IMS). For the sake of brevity, only
the main success scenario and the extensions are shown in full, the
header section of the use case is partly omitted. The main success
scenario of the use case describes the situation in which the primary actor directly accomplishes his/her goal of ordering a product. The extensions specify alternative scenarios which may (4a,
6a) or may not (3a, 7a) lead to the abandonment of the use case
goal.
Since this “Order Product” use case is used as a running example
for the subsequent syntax and semantics definitions, each use case
step is further attributed an abbreviating label, which serves as a
short-hand for the narrative action description.

3. ABSTRACT SYNTAX
Different notations for expressing use cases possessing different
degrees of formality have been suggested. The extremes range
from purely textual constructs written in prose [4] to entirely
formal specifications written in Z [7], as Abstract State Machines
(ASM) [8; 9], or as graph structures [10]. We adopt an intermediate solution which enforces a formal structure but also preserves
the intuitive nature of use cases, i.e., we provide support for formalizing the sequencing of use case steps and their types, but the
respective actions, as well as the associated conditions are specified informally. The property section of the use case, except for
the discrete goal-level property, is specified using narrative language.
theory uc
imports Main begin
datatype GoalLvlProp = SUMMARY | USERGOAL | SUBFUNCTION
datatype StepType = SYSTEM | INTERACTION | INTERNAL
record UCProperties = Goal :: GoalProperty
PrimaryActor :: ActorProperty
GoalLevel :: GoalLvlProp
Precondition :: PrecondProperty
datatype Step =
Atom StepID StepType Label "ExtensionID set"|
Choice StepID "(Step list) list" "ExtensionID set" |
Concurrent StepID "(Step list) list" "ExtensionID set" |
Goto StepID StepID |
Include StepID UCName |
Success StepID |
Failure StepID
record Extension = ID :: ExtensionID
Condition :: Condition
ExtensionScenario :: "Step list"
record UseCase = Name :: UCName
Properties :: UCProperties
MainSuccessScenario :: "Step list"
Extensions :: "Extension set"

Figure 2. Abstract Syntax for Use Cases
Figure 2 depicts the abstract syntax definition for use cases. It is
represented as an Isabelle/HOL [11] theory which allowed us to
use the Isabelle theorem prover to verify basic well-formedness
properties such as syntax and type checking.

Each use case is defined as a record consisting of a use case name,
a set of properties, a main success scenario, and a set of extensions. The main success scenario consists of a list of use case
steps. A use case extension is defined as a record consisting of an
identifier, a condition, and a list of use case steps.
We distinguish between six different kinds of steps. Atom denotes
an atomic step and defines an action performed by an actor or the
system. Choice is a complex use case step, which provides the
primary actor with a list of alternative step sequences, among
which one alternative must be chosen. Similarly, Concurrent is
also a complex step, whose sub-steps may be performed in any
order. Goto denotes a branch to another use case step, whereas
Include denotes the inclusion of a sub-use case. Success and Failure denote the successful and unsuccessful termination of a use
case scenario, respectively. Atom steps can be of three different
types: Steps of type interaction (e.g. step 1 in Figure 1) are performed by the primary actor, whereas steps of types application
(e.g. step 2) and internal (e.g. step 4) are carried out by the system, with the difference that the former have an externally visible
effect (to the primary actor) while the effects of the latter are
invisible.
In order to illustrate the definition of a use case, let us reconsider
the previously depicted “Order a Product” use case. Figure 3
portrays parts of its formalization in Isabelle/HOL. For the sake
of conciseness, only the main success scenario and extension
3 are shown in full. The properties section and the remaining
extensions have been omitted. Furthermore, for each Atom step,
instead of the full description, the abbreviating label has been
used.
OrderProduct :: UseCase
…
MainSuccessScenario = [
Atom ''s1'' INTERACTION ''spCA'' {},
Atom ''s2'' APPLICATION ''diSR'' {},
Atom ''s3'' INTERACTION ''slPQ'' {''e3a''},
Atom ''s4'' INTERNAL
''vaPQ'' {''e4a''},
Atom ''s5'' APPLICATION ''diPS'' {},
Atom ''s6'' INTERACTION ''sbPI'' {''e6a''},
Atom ''s7'' INTERNAL
''CaPA'' {''e7a''},
Atom ''s8'' APPLICATION ''prCN'' {},
Success ],
Extensions =
{(*Extension e1*) (|
ID = ''e3a'',
Condition = ''Customer is not satisfied with
search results'',
ExtensionScenario = [
Atom ''s3a1'' INTERACTION ''inRS'' {},
Goto ''s1'' ]
|),
(*Extension e4a, e6a, e7a omitted)

Figure 3. "Order Product" UC in Abstract Syntax
We can now define a use case model as a collection of use cases
with one designated use case being the root use case. In what
follows, for the sake of enhanced readability, we will express
some of the definitions in mathematical notation, instead of using
Isabelle/HOL syntax.
Definition 1. Use Case Model: A use case model
,
where,
is the name of the root use case.

is a tuple

f

is a finite map of use case names
.
to use case definitions such that
As well-formedness conditions, we required that (1) all use case
steps and extension IDs be unique. (2) For every step or extension
reference, there exist a corresponding use case step or use case

extension within the same use case, respectively. (3) For every
, we require that
and that there be no
circular inclusions. (4) The last element of every use case step
sequence be either
,
, or
.

4. FORMAL SEMANTICS
The semantic domain for use case models is use case labeled
transitions systems (UC-LTSs) which is defined as follows:
Definition 2. Use Case Labeled Transition System: A Use Case
Labeled
Transition
System
(UC-LTS)
is
a
tuple
Σ, , , , , where Σ is the set of labels representing
atomic use case steps, is a set of states,
is the initial
state,
is the set of final states, and :
Σ
Q is
the transition function.
We believe that UC-LTS has been defined in a manner which
easily and intuitively captures the nature of use cases, as we explain next. A use case primarily describes the possible execution
order of user and system actions in the form of use case steps:
from a given state, the execution of a step leads into another state.
Accordingly, in UC-LTSs, the execution of a step is denoted by a
transition from a source state to a target state. Each transition is
associated with a label, where each label represents an atomic use
case step. The execution order of use case steps is modeled using
transition sequences, where the target state of a transition serves
as the source state of the following transition.
The mapping from a use case model into a UC-LTS is done in two
steps:
1. Generation: For each use case of the use case model, the
main success scenario and extensions are mapped into UC-LTSs.
Each such UC-LTS is a partial description of the respective use
case, i.e., it represents either the main success scenario or an
extension. Throughout generation, a global equivalence relation
(~) is successively populated, which identifies equivalent states
among the various UC-LTSs.
2. Merging: The various UC-LTSs are merged into a single UCLTS. The merge is performed on the basis of the global equivalence relation (~) by combining equivalent states.

create three copies of
steps as follows:
,
.

( ’,

’’,
,

’’’) and modify the inclusion
,
,
and

We also require the proper initialization of a global environment,
. As defined by Figure 4,
has three fields, named ,
and
, where:
•
is a function that maps use case names to
which, according to Figure 4, defines for each use case the
initial state ( ) of the UC-LTS representing the main success scenario and the set of states representing the successful
( ) and unsuccessful termination of the use case.
•
and
are bijective functions that map a given step
or extension
to the initial state of the UC-LTS
representing the use case step and use case extension, respectively. Recall that step and extension ids are unique within
any given use case model.
record Environment =
uc
:: "UCName => UCStateInfo"
ext :: "ExtensionID => STATE"
step :: "StepID => STATE"
record UCStateInfo =
q0 :: "STATE"
Fs :: "STATE set"
Ff :: "STATE set"

Figure 4. Global Environment

and UCStateInfo

is an equivalence relation (reflexive, symmetric, and transitive) defined over
, the set of all states.
During merging, all equivalent states will be merged to a single
state denoting its respective equivalence class. In order to satisfy
the reflexivity requirement,
is initialized as follows:
, |
.

4.1 Generation
Given a use case model in canonical form, the generation of a set
of UC-LTSs is performed in a bottom-up manner. We start with
the mapping of an individual use case step. As defined in the
abstract use case syntax (Figure 2), there are 6 kinds of use case
steps. Each step kind has its own specific mapping to a UC-LTS.

Definitions of the mappings require: (1) An input use case model
in canonical form, (2) proper initialization of a global environment (
) and (3) the global equivalence relation (~). In the
following, details of each requirement will be given.
Definition 3. Canonical Form of a Use Case Model: A use case
model is in canonical form, if it is well formed and if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. Each use case extension is associated with exactly one step.
2. Each use case (except for the root use case) is invoked by
exactly one
step.
While the “Order Product” use case (Figure 1) is already in canonical form, an arbitrary well-formed use case model can be
transformed into canonical form in a straight-forward manner. In
order to satisfy condition (1), instead of the original extension, use
case steps are associated with distinct copies of the respective
extensions. If steps of the original extension are referenced by
means of a
step, the respective reference is to be updated
accordingly. Similarly, in order to satisfy condition (2) instead of
the original sub-use case , each
step is associated with a
distinct copy ( ’) of . For example, if, throughout the use case
model, use case
is included three times by steps
, ,
,
and
, , then we

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5. Semantic Mapping of Atomic UC Steps to UC-LTS
As depicted in Figure 5, depending on the step type (denoted by t)
atomic steps are mapped into different UC-LTSs. The rationale
behind each case is as follows: Each internal (a) use case step has
1 different outcomes, among which one is captured in the
main success scenario and the remaining
0 outcomes are
captured by the corresponding extensions. Hence, the resulting
UC-LTS consists of
1 transitions; one transition for the main
success scenario and transitions for each defined extension. The
former results in a final state, which will be used for the sequential composition of use case steps. The latter result in a set of nonfinal states. During merging, these states will be joined with the
initial states of the UC-LTSs representing the various extensions.

This is defined by adding the respective state pairs to the global
equivalence relation ( )1.
In contrast to internal use case steps, which are performed by the
systems and are hidden from the user, steps of type interaction
are performed by the user. As such, they do not have an alternative outcome per se, but may be associated (by virtue of one or
more extensions) with alternative steps which are performed
instead of the actual step. As a result, the corresponding UC-LTS
consists of only one transition (from
to ), representing the
use case step (b). Alternative steps are captured in the UC-LTSs
representing the corresponding extensions. During “Merging” the
initial states of each UC-LTS representing an extension are identified with . This is defined by updating accordingly. Steps of
type application are performed by the system and have an externally visible effect to the user. They are performed in response to
an internal or interaction step. As a consequence, they are not
associated with any extension, and the corresponding UC-LTS
consists of only one transition (c).
The mapping of the remaining step kinds is briefly outlined next.
The full details can be found in [12]. A Choice step is mapped to a
UC-LTS which results from merging the initial states of the UCLTSs representing the involved step sequences. The mapping of a
Concurrent step corresponds to the construction of the product
machine of the involved UC-LTSs. Goto steps denote a branching
to a use case step. The corresponding UC-LTS consists of a single
state, which is defined equivalent (by means of ) with the initial
state of the UC-LTS representing the target use case step. Include
denotes the invocation of a sub-use case. The corresponding UCLTS consists of two states ( and ) which are not (yet) connected by any transition. During “Merging” the initial state of the
UC-LTS representing the main success scenario and all final
states of the UC-LTSs representing the sub-use case will be
merged with
and
, respectively. Success and Failure steps
denote the successful or unsuccessful termination of a use case
scenario. In both cases the corresponding UC-LTS consists of
only a single (final) state.
Having defined the mapping for individual UC steps, we continue
with defining the mapping of step sequences to UC-LTS.
Definition 4. Mapping a Step Sequence to a UC-LTS: Given
, , … , a non-empty step sequence of
1 steps, we
define the mapping of step sequences to a UC-LTS as follows:
,…
· ·
The mapping of a list of use case steps corresponds to the binary
sequential composition (·) of the UC-LTSs of the individual steps.
As schematically depicted in Figure 6, the sequential composition
consists of unifying the final states of the first operand and the
initial state of the second operand.

U1

U2

#

Figure 6. Sequential Composition of UC-LTSs

Figure 7. UC-LTSs of the “Order Product” Use Case
An entire use case is mapped into a set of UC-LTSs. The resulting
set contains one UC-LTS for the main success scenario and one
UC-LTS for each defined extension.
Definition 5. Mapping a Use Case to a set of UC-LTSs: Let
,
,
,
,
,…,
be a use case with
,
, . We then obtain the corresponding set
e
of UC-LTSs as follows:
,

Finally, we define the mapping of a set of use cases to a set of
UC-LTSs as the union of the sets of UC-LTSs representing the
various use cases.
Definition 6. Mapping a Set of Use Cases to a set of UC-LTSs:
Let
,
,…,
be a set of use cases. We then obtain the
corresponding set of UC-LTSs as follows:
,

1

:

,
.

,
,

,

,…,

,

with

,…,

For illustrative purposes, Figure 7 portrays the set of UC-LTSs of
the IMS use case model. (For the sake of simplicity, we assume
that the use case model consists of only one use case; the aforementioned “Order Product” use case.) As depicted, the set consists of five UC-LTSs; one for the main success scenario of “Order Product” and one for each of the four extensions. States that
belong to the same equivalence class (by means of ) are circled
by a dashed line. During “Merging”, these states will be combined
to a single state to obtain a single consolidated UC-LTS.

4.2 Merging
A use case model is mapped to UC-LTS by merging the UC-LTSs
representing the various entailed use cases. The merge is performed on basis of the global equivalence relation (~).
Definition 7. Mapping a Use Case Model to UC-LTS: Let
,
be a well-formed use case model in canonical form,
,
,…,
, ,…,
be the range of
and, and
,
,…,
be the result of
with
, , , , ,
and
. The mapping to UC-LTS is
then defined as follows:
,

1

,…,

Σ

Σ

Σ, ,
Σ
.

…

, , ,

Σ
…
.

/~

with

been customized to fit better our application domain. The main
idea is as follows: We successively traverse all states of the UCLTS and check if they are divergent. A state is divergent if and
only if the directed graph formed by considering only transitions
triggered by events representing internal use case steps has a cycle
reachable from .

Figure 8. UC-LTS Representing the "Order Product" UC
Π
.
.
.
.
, where Π is the
generalized canonical projection map defined as Π , ~
,~ |
~,

Π

,

,~

The set of states of the resulting UC-LTS is the set of equivalence
…
) with respect to ~. The initial and
classes in (
final states are the equivalence-class counterparts of the initial and
final states of the root use case . Rather than on states, the
transition function δ is defined on equivalence classes of states.
For a given equivalence class and a set of labels, it denotes the set
of equivalence classes of all states that are reachable from any
member of
after having accepted .
Figure 8 portrays the UC-LTS obtained by merging the various
UC-LTSs given of Figure 7. The resulting UC-LTS has three final
states:
denoting the successful outcome of the use case (i.e.,
the customer succeeded to order the product),
denoting the
case where the user cancels the use case, and
denoting the
case where the product is not available. Notice that the resulting
UC-LTS has fewer states than the accumulated number of states
of the involved UC-LTSs. This is because, during merging, two or
more states are combined into a single state, representing the
respective equivalence class.

5. SEMANTIC CHECKS
Based on the semantics above, we have developed the “Use Case
Analyzer” tool. It supports the developer in formally validating
and comparing use case models. In this section we discuss two
such semantic checks supported by our tool, namely livelock
detection and verification of refinement between use case models.
A livelock is a phenomenon, where an application performs an
infinite sequence of internal actions. According to [13], a livelocked system is highly undesirable from the user’s point of view
since the user may be able to observe the presence of internal
activity and hence hope “eternally” that some output will emerge
eventually. We believe that some livelocks are (partly) induced
due to erroneous use case specifications, which contain loops of
internal system steps. Clearly, as a requirements specification, the
use case model serves as direct input to the subsequent development phases, and it is likely that the livelock will propagate to the
implementation stage.
Within the domain of LTSs, livelock is formally known as divergence [13]. Several algorithms for divergence detection have been
proposed [14; 15; 16]. In our tool “Use Case Analyzer” we implemented our own version of livelock detection, which is similar
to the algorithm used in the CSP model checker FDR [16], but has

Another important semantic check is the verification of refinement
between two use case models. In modern software engineering,
the development lifecycle is divided into a series of iterations.
Within each iteration, a set of disciplines and associated activities
are performed while the resulting artifacts are incrementally perfected and refined. The development of the use case model is no
exception to this rule. Ongoing prioritization and filtering activities during the early stages of development will gradually refine
the requirements captured in the use case model. It is important to
ensure that the refining use case model is a proper refinement of
its relative base model (and all its predecessor models).
For this purpose, we have implemented two different refinement
checks in our tool: Equivalence and Deterministic Reduction. The
former verifies whether a refining use case model has the same
traces and exposes the same non-determinism. The latter allows
the refining model to have a subset of the traces of the base model
but requires that existing nondeterministic transitions are preserved. If we translate this condition back to the domain of use
cases, we allow the refining use case model to offer the user fewer
options to choose from (e.g. as a consequence of requirements
filtering in order to establish a base line), while the system output
in response to a given user interaction (modeled through nondeterministic transitions) needs to be preserved.
In order to verify the aforementioned refinement criteria we implemented a model-checking algorithm. Similar to FDR [13] the
respective LTSs are first normalized by transforming them into
acceptance graphs. The refinement is proven by pairwise comparing the acceptance sets of “trace equivalent” states of the base and
refining model. In case of equivalence, we required that the acceptance sets be identical, while in case of deterministic reduction we
require that the respective acceptance sets have the same cardinality. A formalization of both criteria is given in [12].

6. RELATED WORK
The work reported in this paper was conducted in the context of a
larger project involving the formalization of use case models and
task models [17; 18]. One of the outcomes of our earlier work
which supported the research done in the context of this paper was
the creation of a meta-model for use case documentation similar
to the abstract syntax definition presented in Section 2. Preliminary results towards the definition of a formal semantics for use
cases were reported in [17], where we proposed an nondeterministic finite state machine (nFSM) formalization for the use case and
task models for the purpose of formally verifying that a given task
model is consistent with a respective use case specification.
In the domain of use case authoring, a number of guidelines have
been proposed to provide some degree of formalization to textual
use cases. Most notable are the CREWS Guidelines [19] and the
CS Rules [20]. The emphasis, however, is on the use of natural
language and the structure within use cases rather than on the
definition of execution semantics. This shortcoming was partly
addressed by the work of Somé [5]. In pursuit of the overall goal
of automatically generating test cases, he defines a mapping from
use cases to basic Petri nets. Fröhlich and Link [21] present a
transformation algorithm that derives a UML state chart model

from a given set of textual use cases. Similar to our approach, a
distinction is made between use case steps that are performed by
the system and steps performed by the primary actor. The former
are represented by actions, whereas the latter are modeled as
events, causing state transitions. In both cases, the focus is on the
derivation of test cases from the use case model, while in our
work the focus is the semantic analysis of well-formedness properties and verification of refinement.
Li [22] describes a translation method that details how a “normalized” use case is translated into UML Sequence Diagrams. Each
use case step is represented by a corresponding message in the
sequence diagram. Sinha et al. [23] present an approach which
generates EFSM models from textual use case specifications. Use
cases are assumed to be UML 2.0 compliant and to possess a
formal structure. Each use case step belongs to a predefined category (e.g., output statement, query statement, update statement,
etc.). In the approach by Mizouni et al. [10], use case automata
(UCA) are used to represent the behavioral aspects of individual
use cases. Since each use case is only a partial specification of the
system, the authors define a set of composition operators for
UCAs.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a formalization of the use case model.
The main motivation behind our research was the fact that in
current practice use cases are used informally. The absence of a
formal semantics hinders the effective verification of wellformedness properties and leaves little room for tool support. As a
consequence, ambiguities and inconsistencies in the use case
model may go undetected and are likely to propagate in subsequent development stages, resulting in higher costs for repair.
To address this shortcoming, we defined a formal semantics for
the use case model. In order to preserve the intuitive nature of use
cases, we have carefully chosen a syntax definition that formalizes
the sequencing of use case steps and their types while the respective actions and associated conditions remain in prose format. By
taking into account the intrinsic characteristics of use cases, we
have selected UC-LTSs as semantic domain, which allow for a
natural representation of the order in which actions are to be
performed. Moreover, UC-LTSs allow us to make a distinction
between user and system choices by using deterministic and nondeterministic transitions, respectively. Based on the formal semantics we outlined how important semantic checks, such as
livelock detection or refinement verification, are formalized. We
briefly introduced our “Use Case Model Analyzer” tool, which
assists the developer in the automatic verification of the aforementioned properties.
The work reported in this paper was conducted in the context of a
larger project involving the integrated formalization of functional
and non-functional requirements. Future avenues deal with the
extension of the “Use Case Model Analyzer” to offer additional
functionality such as deadlock detection and use case refactoring.
We plan to extend the proposed semantics to capture state information using Kripke structures. State information is often employed in a use case to express and evaluate conditions. For example, every use case extension is triggered by a condition that
must hold before the steps defined in the extension are executed.
The ultimate goal of our research is to effectively use the proposed formalization within an MDD process, according to which
the use case model and other requirements models are automatically transformed into design-level models.
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